With in-built advantages (high quantum efficiency and room temperature photostability 1 ) for deployment in quantum technologies as a bright on-demand source of single photons, the nitrogen vacancy (NV) center is the most widely studied optical defect in diamond. Despite significant success in controlling its spontaneous emission 2 , the fundamental understanding of its photo-physics in various environments and host material remains incomplete. Studying NV photoemission from nanodiamonds on a glass substrate, we recently pointed out a disparity between the measured and calculated decay rates (assuming near unity quantum efficiency)
INTRODUCTION
Scalable realizations in the emerging field of quantum technologies like quantum cryptography and quantum computation demand bright solid state optical sources emitting single photons on-demand 6 . Diamond NV center has emerged as one of the most promising solid state candidates, owing to its room temperature photo-stability and high quantum efficiency 7, 8 . As a result, a number of approaches have been successfully employed to manipulate the rate of spontaneous emission of NV dipole emitters by altering the local electromagnetic environment [9] [10] [11] [12] . In-spite of achieving significant progress in enhancing the rate of its spontaneous emission, the fundamental understanding of the process of its emission is far from exhaustive. Our previous study on the emission from these NV centers inside nanodiamond crystals on glass substrate has pointed out an existing large disparity between the observed decay rates and their calculations, assuming near quantum efficiency 3 . This discrepancy indicates the presence of strong non-radiative factors significantly influencing the decay rates. These factors may include the quenching from the outer graphite shell 13 , photoinduced charge conversion between the NV -and NV 0 charge states 14 , surface chemistry 15 and other factors such as spectral diffusion, largely related to NV emission within the nanodiamond lattice. Therefore a more complete understanding of its intrinsic emission properties is required for the successful deployment of these centers for bright single photon sources.
To achieve a better understanding of the process of spontaneous emission from these NV centers, in this work we aim to isolate the external contributions due to the substrate on the emission rate. Under the standard scheme of study where the Diamond Si aerogel matrix nanodiamonds are placed on a glass substrate, the surrounding air-glass interface is known to influence the emission rates of NV dipole emitters 3 . Also a recent study at cryogenic temperatures has shown that the phonon sideband of NV emission spectrum can be drastically altered by just changing the substrate 15 . Therefore an ideal scenario to fundamentally study the emission from these centers would be to hold them in air, in an environment of index very close to unity. Since our 50 nm sized nanodiamonds crystals are non-spherical 3 and too small to be effectively trapped using optical tweezers, we studied the spontaneous emission from these nanodiamond NV centers by placing the diamonds inside silica aerogel where the effective index of the environment is around 1.05.
Our work is therefore two-fold relevant, first from the material prospective, we were able to synthesize good quality nanodiamond doped aerogel samples, where single centre emission properties are preserved without being drastically altered by the background fluorescence from the synthesis process, and more importantly from the point that we were able to separate the influence of the substrate-studying the emission largely under the influence of the intrinsic local nano-environment of the host crystal itself. Second, by doing a comparative study between measured and theoretical rates for the two environments-glass coverslip and aerogel we were able to estimate the quantum efficiency of these nanodiamond NV emitters, thereby adding significant value to the present understanding of their spontaneous emission.
MEASUREMENTS
Silica aerogel is a low density, porous material made up of interconnected nanoscopic strands of glass particles contributing up to 10% of the macroscopic volume of the sample 16 . This sub-wavelength structured network of glass particles causes Rayleigh-like scattering giving aerogel an opalescent appearance. For a 5% volume of glass particles the refractive index of the sample is generally around 1.03-1.05 and can be altered slightly by varying the growth parameters. The dimensions of the aerogel structure is around 1-5 nm for the silica glass and around 50 nm for the airfilled pores making it feasible for the trapping of many nanoparticles 17 . Utilizing this aspect of trapping nanoparticles inside the air-filled pores, we fabricated nanodiamonds (average size ~ 54 nm) in a doped aerogel sample following the "two-step" growth process employed for doping of similar size gold particles 4 .
To characterize the structure of diamond doped aerogels, we performed transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurement on a thin ~70 nm cross-section of the sample. Some of the TEM images displayed isolated diamond crystals embedded in the silica glass matrix of the aerogel. The diamond doped aerogel sample was then imaged under a confocal microscope. Fluorescence from both the coverslip and aerogel samples were collected using a 532 nm, 100 mW continuous-wave laser with around 200 μW power incident on the sample 3 . The aerogel sample was attached to the surface of a coverslip and the laser was focused from the coverslip's other surface to planes ~40-90 μm inside the aerogel using a 100× infinity-corrected oil immersion objective lens with a numerical aperture of 1.3. A spectrometer was used to characterize the luminescence and a Hanbury-Brown and Twiss (HBT) interferometer was used to perform the single photon statistics. Nanodiamonds hosting only single centers (having second order intensity correlation function While the mean lifetime increases from coverslip to aerogel, there is a reduction in the relative width τ τ Δ . This change in relative width can be expected due to the removal of the interference contributions to the electric field from the air-glass interface. After isolating the contributions from the substrate, the remaining influences on the emission now can arise solely from factors intrinsic to the NV emission within the nanodiamond crystal itself: shape, spectral diffusion or strain which would be contributing to the remaining width. 
CALCULATIONS
As majority of the decay from the diamond NV centers is known to be radiative 7, 8 , we performed finite-difference timedomain calculations for the two measured schemes of nanodiamonds on coverslip and inside aerogel to get a better picture of the influence of environment on the emission lifetimes of these NV emitters. By comparing the power radiated by an oscillating dipole inside a nanodiamond sphere with the power radiated by the same dipole in bulk diamond material, we calculated the radiative spontaneous emission rates relative to bulk,
for the respective schemes of coverslip/aerogel. As our nanodiamonds are known to be very irregular in shape 3 we performed calculations for three different geometrical representations: sphere, cube and trapezoid, each of dimension 54 nm (average size of our nanodiamond crystal). The observed lifetime distribution should lie within the three geometries, somehow closer to the intermediate scheme of a trapezoid. We build our distribution of lifetimes by performing calculations over an ensemble of 250 random dipole locations inside the diamond crystal. To represent the aerogel environment, calculations were done for a medium of effective index 1.05 and a 5 nm shell of silica glass enclosing the diamond crystal 18 .
Calculations showed that the difference between the results of the two aerogel representations is minimal; indicating that the measured lifetimes would not have been significantly influenced by the random porous structures of silica glass particles (~1-5 nm) around the diamond crystal. For a dipole emitting inside a sub-wavelength dielectric sphere the emission rate is known to be almost independent of the dipole locations and orientations 19 . Our calculations also displayed a very narrow distribution width for NV centers embedded inside the high dielectric constant diamond sphere. For the case of cube or trapezoid the dipoles emitting near the edges experience distinct electromagnetic environments for distinct dipole polarizations, giving rise to a broader distribution. Further the large gradient of refractive index at the edges results in large electric fields around, thereby increasing the power radiated (i.e. higher decay rates γ ) by the surrounding dipoles. As a result the mean lifetime, 1 γ − is smaller compared to that on sphere. Though there remain significant differences in the calculated results for sphere and the other two geometries, the relative change in the lifetimes from coverslip to aerogel index is similar for all of them, also corresponding to the change in the measured lifetimes. As our nanodiamonds are known to be pretty irregular in geometry 3 , we believe that the trapezoid, possessing a convex geometry intermediate to the two extremes of sphere and cube is the best representative for them. Therefore in the rest of the paper, we only consider our calculations corresponding to the trapezoidal geometry.
QUANTUM EFFICIENCY
In the literature, there exists a large discrepancy on the measured quantum efficiency of the diamond NV centers, with reported values ranging from 0.7 to 1.0. 5, 7, 8, 20 In this work we measured the decay rates for two different configurations of nanodiamonds on coverslip and inside aerogel. This allows us to make new estimations for the quantum efficiency of the nanodiamond NV center.
The estimation of the quantum efficiency requires a comparison of the calculated to observed rates taking into account the contributions of the non-radiative decay. Considering the non-radiative decay rates to be same for the bulk and the nanodiamond, we extract the value of the quantum efficiency that reconciles the measured decay rates and calculated emission rates, finding 0.75 0.05 η = ± and 0.62 0.08 η = ± for the aerogel and coverslip, respectively.
The assumption of the same non-radiative decay for the bulk and the nanodiamond is build around that fact that the most dominant non-radiative contribution comes from the intersystem crossing level or the photo-conversion between the NV -and NV 0 charge states. 5 Figure 5 shows contours of the expected total life time enhancement factor β / ( )
as a function of the quantum efficiency η and radiative enhancement γ . The red and blue dots in Figure 5 correspond to the measured lifetime β i and calculated enhancement γ i for the aerogel and coverslip cases, respectively. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we isolated the effect of the local nano-environment of the host diamond crystal on the emission rates of the NV emitters by embedding our nanodiamonds in an aerogel lattice where the effective refractive index of the environment is very close to unity. We identified that the host crystal morphology plays a significant role in modifying the rate of spontaneous emission, and should be taken into consideration while performing radiative emission calculations for nanodiamond NV centers. A comparison between measurements and calculations resulted in the estimation of the quantum efficiency of the nanodiamond NV emitters as ~0.7. This value is apparently consistent with recent reports concerning the oscillation of the NV center between negative and neutral charge states. 5 In conclusion, our work provides a better understanding of the primary factors influencing the emission of these diamond NV centers, adding relevant information for their future deployment in nanoscale applications.
